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Editor’s Notes 

WE CONCEIVED THIS PUBLICATION as a larger piece, a manuscript of 
greater length believing we come up with at least the minimum 
number of words – 17,500 – to qualify as a chapbook. We did better. 
So much better, in fact, that we had to split the work among three 
issues and counting. 

The original pieces consisted mainly of bitter commentary about the 
struggle between creating documents for sale, as a technical writer in 
the corporate workplace, and pursuing personal creative writing 
projects. We think we found a spot somewhere between that rock 
and hard place (it’s mossy and smells funny, but it’s comfortable) 

and we turned the confessional, hysterical rants upside down and inside-out. We tossed, shredded, or 
slightly revised this collection of odds and sods. We managed to leave the uninspired words about 
mundane life untouched. You’re welcome. 

This issue circles around unanswered artistic aspirations listing failures, imagined transgressions, and 
the journey of unfulfilled dreams.  

This is not just a publication about failed writers … that’s an upcoming issue. In this issue, Valerie 
Poulin shares her thoughts about being a poet in “A Word or Two About Being a Poet”; Valerie Poulin 
retells an experience about meeting a ‘real’ writer for the first time in “A Trashy Drug Store Novelist”; 
in both “Biographical Lines” and “About the Author” Valerie Poulin shares her thoughts on her self; 
and in “Forgery + Imagination:” Valerie Poulin invokes the panic of celebrating a friend’s birthday 
without a gift. 

From tales of uninspired corporate life to graphical representations, from websites for celebrities to 
interviewing celebrities, our contributors share tales of these events and encounters. 

We hope you enjoy this issue. If you like it, let us know. If you don’t, be sure to recycle the paper-
based product on which you printed the thing. 
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It is difficult to live right-brained in a left-brained family 
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About Me � Valerie Poulin 

Word or Two About the Being of a Poet 
Writing poetry is easy. It’s being a poet that’s difficult.  

There comes a time in every poet’s life where she can no longer remain unpublished and still call 
herself a poet. After the usual plethora of rejections, the hardier of the bunch take it upon themselves to 
share their work publicly by way of self publication. Most commonly, this is accomplished by creating 
a chapbook. 

Often the self-published chapbook is a homemade effort that 
is essentially a small collection of his or her work in the form 
of booklet style and usually printed in short runs. That is the 
dictionary definition. To a poet, of course, there is more 
meaning attached. 

A chapbook is, in essence, a thing of beauty. It is a made with 
love that is created to share his or her work with the world. 

A chapbook is lovingly typed, printed, collated, and stapled. 
It is smooth by proud hands; its words wrapped in a simple, but caring cover. It is then trimmed to 
satisfaction. It is sold with great effort. 

It is regularly used as a promotional piece. It may be hawked at open mic nights in art bars and flogged 
to patrons of small press fairs. It’s pushed on passersby by sidewalk vendors. The chapbook is 
misunderstood because of its plainness. And because of its lack of a publisher’s SRP or ISBN sticker, 
it is deemed at a value as priced. 

Generally, a chapbook has a readership limited to the author’s social circle of family and friends. This 
is, in part, because unsold chapbooks are often given as gifts. (Perhaps they shouldn’t be, but they are). 
The receiving individuals are too often bewildered by such a present and have been overheard 
whispering to one another that they would have preferred something more useful, such as a gift 
certificate. 

A chapbook is destined to spend its life in obscurity. Unless the poet later finds commercial and/or 
critical success, then it shall fetch a ridiculous price. 

My chapbooks are priced at $5.95, plus postage and handling. Send an SASE with sufficient postage. 
Please do not send coins. 
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Column Missed Chances � Valerie Poulin 

A Trashy Drug-store Novelist 
In 1986, I moved back to the city where I was born and began living what I considered a Mary Tyler 
Moore-esque lifestyle – though mine included boozy and smoke-filled weekends. Within months of 
moving to Toronto, I was out of work and soon discovered that without a day job, I had time to 
fantasize about another profession. But soon my office career took off and I packed away my wobbly 
childhood dream of becoming an actress/dancer/singer. 

It wasn’t too long before I realized that “becoming” anything wasn’t fiscally sound. At 23, you were 
supposed to get better at what you already were, not dream about being something else. In esoteric 
explanation, I was confusing “artistic self” with “work self.”  

It’s easy to see from this distance in life that I was a writer, or at least inherited my father’s love of 
storytelling, long before I considered other professions – teacher, secretary, actress. These were all 
typical aspirations and respectable professions, for a young girl in 1970s.  

Whatever. (At 33, I switched careers leaving corporate life for work that paid the bills while I focussed 
on freelance writing. At 43, I published this essay.)  

It was during a short hospital stay, in 1988, that I was reminded of this vague writing  interest when, 
years earlier, I sat at my mother’s Sears typewriter and over a two-year period, pounded out 100 poems 
to my cheating boyfriend, who suggested he would consider monogamy if I topped 200. This was my 
first experience with a demanding editor.   

So, there were clues. But it was following emergency surgery that provided me with face-to-face 
meeting with a woman who claimed she wrote “trashy, drug-store novels.” (It would be the closest I 
would come to meeting a ‘real’ writer for the next 15 years.) While it did occur to me that she was 
fibbing, during the 48-hours we shared a semi-private room, I remember thinking, this chick is the real 
deal; she’s needy and dramatic. At the very least, she’s an aspiring actress. Lucky for her, I thought. 
She has two career choices open to her. 

Later, I wish I’d thought to ask her some questions, maybe tell her about my growing collection of 
poems (now numbering close to 140, but still short of the 200 mark). Instead, I lay in bed and politely 
nodded as the novelist chatted about her life: She was single and had man troubles. She grew up in the 
1960s in England.  

Eventually, I think the she got bored with the one-sided conversation and turned elsewhere. As I 
recuperated by watching daytime television, my roommate placed dozens of telephone calls to provide 
details of her stay – a room number for flower deliveries, visiting hours for those inclined to do so, and 
a telephone number for well-wishers unable to visit in person. 
In our two-day relationship, neither her lover (who was either away on business, going away on 
business, or at home with his wife) nor friends visited. 
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On the day that I was discharged, she asked for details of my emergency surgery and in return, she told 
me about hers. An operation she’d had in her early 20s resulting from an ectopic pregnancy and long 
before the standard horizontal, bikini cut, she claimed, there was a vertical incision. To support her 
point, she threw open her housecoat and stood naked in front of me. A scar ran from breastbone to 
pubic bone curving over the skin of her sagging abdomen.  

It was in that moment that I knew for sure. Whether she was published or not, I can’t say, but I am 
certain she hadn’t been lying about her profession. She was living proof of the writer’s credo “show 
don’t tell.” 

I never caught the novelist’s name, but I’ve often wondered about her. I’ll bet that her “trashy-drug 
store” novels were a great read. 

 

 

This essay also appears in November 2007 online issue of Bread ’n Molasses. 
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About Me � Valerie Poulin 

Biographical Lines 
Valerie Poulin is a poet and essayist, but for some reason she is frequently mistaken for a school 
teacher and a librarian. She has never been mistaken for an astronomer, or a scientist of any kind. 
 
vlp is a technical writer by trade. She is chronically and cheerfully underemployed. 
 
vlp is currently working on a collection of essays and a screenplay. She watches Coronation Street 
regularly. 
 
vlp consistently spends her free time adding points of interest to the final draft of her obituary 
announcement. 
 
vlp would like to own a book shop in a small town somewhere in Canada, but fears change. 
 
vlp once considered careers in advertising, teaching, and public relations. She dislikes popcorn. 
 
vlp drank too much champagne on her wedding night. 
 
vlp is 
 
Ten years into her career, Valerie Poulin realized the advantages to office work were limited to supply 
booty: pilfered paperclips, unlimited photocopies, and free postage. The best haul (from a long-term 
stint at a local talent agency), provided the struggling writer with five years worth of script brads.  
 
Valerie Poulin likes men with accents and those without. 
 
Valerie Poulin likes the way she looks in flannel pyjamas. 
 
Valerie Poulin likes her hair highlighted, but is unsure of its length. 
 
Valerie Poulin thinks Anderson Cooper is cute. 
 
Valerie Poulin prefers Coke to Pepsi, but 7-Up to Sprite; she doesn’t often drink soda pop. 
 
Earlier in her office career, Valerie Poulin happily smoked in her workplace cubicle.  
 
Valerie Poulin has fond memories of a black IBM Selectric and the scent of Gestetner mimeograph 
ink. She is also fond of the term “banker’s hours,” but more affectionate of its employ. 
 
Valerie Poulin likes independent films and cold winters with 60+cm of snowfall. 
 
Valerie Poulin indulges in actor crushes on a regular basis. She is not currently seeking help for her 
affliction. 
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Head Lines 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I have not had to starve for my art, but on occasion, I have been required to eat dinner with some seriously 
boring individuals. 
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Personal Essay � Valerie Poulin 

Keanu Reeves: The best gift a girl can get 
In August 1994, Keanu Reeves was featured on the cover of Vanity Fair in a white T-shirt and black 
leather pants. He looked awesome – handsome and sexy – leaning against a motorcycle.  

 The magazine cover immediately caught my eye as I walk into a mom and pop operation across the 
street from the talent agency where I worked.  

 Although I’d gone in for cigarettes, I was also searching for a gift, any gift, to give one of my two 
co-workers, a junior agent, whose birthday I’d forgotten.  

 “Lisa” had a long-time crush on the actor, who we were told by the agency’s owner had been 
represented by the agency years earlier. In truth, he was a friend of a friend of a client. Still, we held 
out hope that one day he’d come back and visit us.  

 So, when I saw Keanu, I grabbed him, a pack of smokes, and a bag of cookies, and headed back to 
the office. 

 Back at the office, the Peak Freans Fruit Crèmes safely stashed in my desk drawer, I went straight to 
work making this gift better than the one I couldn’t get. 

 Earlier that day I made several telephone calls to find out how I get an autographed headshot of the 
actor. (We did it all the time for fans of the non-deranged, non-stalker sort). 

 Somehow I conned my way into talking to the actor’s big-wig, Hollywood agent. How big? I didn’t 
then, but I now understand the dude’s position when I learned that he represents Oprah.  

 The ensuing silence was embarrassing and the brief exchange ended in a very polite brush-off. But 
now I had the number of the actor’s media agent in New York. I hung up. I was excited and somewhat 
relieved. Still, I couldn’t go through with it. I’d used up all my humility and gumption on the first call. 

 So here I was with Keanu in print. I flipped open the Vanity Fair magazine and ran it through the 
photocopier. I scribbled an affectionate notation with a black Sharpie. I had to admit, the falsified 
headshot looked reasonably authenticate. 

 When the gals and I gathered for office presentation, I handed over my gift. The young woman, 
usually unflappable from dealing with casting directors, actors, our boss, actually shrieked. She was 
thrilled with her gift. Too thrilled, it seemed to me, for such a cut-price gift. I panicked. She thinks it’s 
real, I almost whispered to the gal standing next to me. 

 I didn’t have the courage to tell her the truth even as I snapped a photograph of her smiling broadly 
while holding up the bogus autograph.  

 The colleague and I have long since lost touch, but I still have the original Vanity Fair tucked away 
in my home office with other back issue favourites. 

 I also saved the power-agent’s number. It hasn’t come in handy, yet. But you never know. I do have 
a dusty screenplay that needs an agent’s attention. 

 

 

This essay also appears in October/November 2007 online issue of Bread ’n Molasses. 
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(Uninspired) Corporate Life � Valerie Poulin 

The Workforce: A Dogged Experience 
In the stillness of our home after our family pet died, I considered the many expressions we use in 
reference to “man’s best friend” and how the meaning of this language applies to the workplace 
experience.  

A difficult project at work means you’re going to spend the next six months living “a dog’s life.” while 
cleaning up a particularly messy problem “a dog’s breakfast” created by a particularly inept project 
manager.  

Yes, the corporate universe certainly is a “dog-eat-dog” world … and so on.  

If we put any weight on these poor examples of mine, we might also believe experts who that tell us 
that canines age at a faster rate than human beings.  

And if we look at combining my lame cases in point and the statistical data of rapid aging of house 
pets, we might then consider the correlation/coincidence of the average office worker’s spirit aging at 
the same rate of a dog as shown in the table below.  

 
A dog aged Equals our  Whereas the workplace . . . 
8 months 13 years makes 8 months feel like 13 years 

1 year 16 years makes 1 year feel like 16 

2 years 24 years makes 2 years feel like 24 

3 years 28 years makes 3 years feel like 28 

5 years 36 years looks like freedom‡ 

10 years 56 years feels like death‡ 

15 years 76 years ashes to ashes, baby 

 

Please do not dog-ear this page. 

 

                                                
‡ With apologies to my literary love LC. 
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Writer’s Notebook Creative Non-fiction � Valerie Poulin 

An Actor’s First Right of Refusal 
Working for a talent agency can be a strange and wonderful thing. Actors are funny, goofy, 
entertaining, and at times insecure, neurotic and almost always, warm human beings. Agents are not. 
But if the downside of the biz is cranky, acrid agents, the upside is attractive, flirtatious actors. 

Once, back in the day when Counterstrike and Katts and Dog were in-production, a client wished me 
happy birthday, then sealed it with a prolonged French kiss. I don’t recall, but I’m fairly certain I 
blushed. I had a little crush on him.  

This was a talent agency – not your average office environment; this place was leggings and Doc 
Martens casual – with clients dropping by to pick up script “sides” and drop off demo reels. As I pulled 
and assembled headshots and resumes – an actor’s job application, for casting directors – I was often 
treated to performances by existing and prospective clients as they hummed show tunes, recited 
Shakespearean lines, and rehearsed monologues.  

One of the 8x10 glossy photographs our senior agent submitted frequently was a dark-featured actor in 
a brooding, bad-boy pose specific for film/TV roles, was also one of my favourites. I was new to the 
business then, but I’d learned rather quickly that performers seldom look like their photographs; hair, 
makeup, and lighting can really work wonders.  

So, when this guy walked in the office for the first time I was surprised how closely he resembled his 
photo.   

As the year moved on, if I wasn’t at the reception area when he swaggered in, I immediately 
recognized the clomping of his boots, which he usually wore with jeans and a well-worn black leather 
jacket with buckles.  

This was no peck-on-the-cheek. It was a long, passionate kiss. Then again, he was an actor. He was 
practised at faking it. I wasn’t. I was breathless, speechless, and embarrassed and immediately busied 
myself with invented paperwork.   

Imagine then my horror, when, weeks later, he stood on my doorstep with a pizza box in hand. I knew 
that he worked at his parent’s Leaside restaurant not far from my apartment, because long before cell 
phones and Blackberries, actors needed several contact phone numbers for auditions. It was my then 
live-in boyfriend’s favourite delivery and take-out pizza joint and we ordered from it often.   

I answered the doorbell wearing my best couch potato outfit: sweat pants and bangs pulled into a 
fountain of greasy hair. I stared at the good-looking Greek staring back at me from the stoop of my 
rented flat. Despite his profession, clearly, he was unable to mask disbelief.  

I pretended not to recognize him when he questioned my identity. He probably said, “Val?” but I heard 
“YIKES!” and in one, swift motion, I grabbed the pizza and stuffed a bunch of bills into his palm, then 
pushed the door closed. 

After witnessing the real thing, there were no forthcoming birthday wishes – French, or otherwise.  

 

 

This essay also appears slightly differently as a blog entry (October 4, 2007) of Valerie Bean’s People, Places, and 
Things at www.Durhamregion.com. 
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Column No Chance� Valerie Poulin 

Pay to the Order of . . .  
New writers often worry about having their ideas stolen. Experienced writers tell new writers not to 
worry about someone stealing ideas, worry about getting your bum in the chair and writing something 
worth publishing. Still, the greenhorns safeguard ideas for articles and hoard plot details of their latest 
fictional piece. I believe they are right to because I have news. It is true writers don’t steal other 
writer’s ideas. Newspaper editors do.  

 Of course, it’s the editors don’t do the dirty work. They don’t have to. They have working for them 
little creatures called interns. It’s my theory that these interns rip-off ideas from queries when 
distributing incoming faxes and emails.  

 Please, allow me to explain. 

 Between technical writing gigs, one of the supplemental careers I pursue with regularity is that of 
freelance writer. For those unfamiliar with this particular line of work, a freelance writer generally 
write articles of interest that appear in newspapers, magazines, and more frequently but less 
recognized, in corporate brochures and annual reports.  

 What I like about that style of writing is that it’s different from the role of a technical writer who 
deals primarily dumbing-down the text (in the case of a wide audience, or executive summary) or 
pumping-up the techno-babble (in the case of software engineers and project managers) 

 I have never really been good at either style of writing but – that’s only stalled my career – it’s never 
stopped me from earning a living at it. Besides, I know other mediocre and untalented yet successful 
freelance writers. I count some of them among my closest acquaintances.  

 The apparent lack of talent is not subjective opinion, nor is it insecurity. It is fact. It is hard fact 
substantiated by lack of freelance writing assignments. And it’s supported by a host of magazine and 
newspaper editors who rejected my work, then put the finishing touches on a similar assignment 
handed in by a staffer a few weeks later. 

 Let’s look at how something like that can happen. 

 These apprehensive, untried writers ought to understand the process of stealing article ideas (not 
text, because that’s a copyright issue and that rarely happens) is inherent in the process of submitting 
query letters and articles on spec.  

 It is those aforementioned, beastly little interns collecting and distributing incoming mail, emails, 
faxes to those senior to them, with their incessant need to prove they are worthy of newspaper 
journalistic higher-ups, who are stealing your work.  

 This creature is shameless when it comes to setting aside an unsolicited piece, withholding it from 
the soon-to-be rejected pile, then pitching the article’s concept to his/her boss, who gets approval at an 
editorial meeting days later. The thieving individual then sends a rejection letter to the writer on the 
editor’s behalf thanking the writer for the submission and advising of the publications plan to run 
something similar, which, (of course) they insist, had already been in the works for weeks. 

 Wouldn’t it be nice for these struggling writers to receive a letter from an editor, signed in absentia 
by an editorial underling that says something more to the point and looks more like the truth, 
something like this: 

 
Dear [insert writer’s name here]: 
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Thank you for your recent submission on the terrible tragedy of corporate mishandling of 
complaint letters. Unfortunately, the article does not meet our editorial needs at this time; 
however, you can be certain that we will pass your idea, and your copy, to our lowliest 
writer and have them rewrite the piece when it suits us. Usually, we allow a minimum of 
two weeks to pass, so that it appears as if we were already considering this subject, but 
we wanted to get back to you immediately since we are going to run this piece in the next 
few days. 

Again, thank you for considering us to publish your work. All the best in future 
endeavours. 

 

Regards, 

 

Mindless Editor, in-charge  
Ruining Your Writing Life publications 
 

P.S. 

Please continue to send us your finished articles for consideration. They are thoroughly 
researched and well-written. It’s just that we don’t hire freelancers anymore – they have 
too many copyright licensing demands and since we don’t pay our interns diddly-squat, 
we’re essentially getting something for nothing. Besides, those kids seem happy enough 
just to fetch us our morning coffee. 
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Head Lines 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

My therapist has identified the source of my perpetual problems. He calls this preoccupation 
“rumination” and now I can’t stop thinking about it. 
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I developed a crush on Mark 
Harmon and invited him to drop by 
if he ever visited Toronto, then 
recanted. I’d heard he was dating 
Pam Dawber. 

Personal Essay � Valerie Poulin 

My Foray into Celebrity Web Site Delirium 
I DRAPE A SWEATY PALM over the curve 
of the mouse’s spine. The blinking cursor 
lingers above the “Post Follow Up” button, its 
arrow resting on its sweet spot. I grip the 
mouse, hold my breath, and … click. 

 I’ve just posted my first message on a fan 
website and a mix of exhilaration and regret 
fills me. There’s a slender chance the focal 
point of the site – a famous actor – will read 
what I just wrote. I instantly suffer poster’s 
remorse. In short, I realize that I am about to 
relive my Mark Harmon fan letter incident in a 
very public way. 

 This is my welcome to a new world: a cyber 
world of lurkers and 
posters, of spoilers, of 
flamings, and rude, 
crude, and coarse 
remarks. I have 
entered a place of 
puerile humour, of 
jocularity, of smite. It’s a new world and I am 
anything if not brave. 

 I feel like the outsider I am: An overweight, 
unemployed, bored housewife with sagging 
breasts and bulky thighs; an aging Internet 
novice struggling to be hip.  

 The Mark Harmon thing hardly seems two 
decades ago, but it was. It began by watching 
late-night reruns. I was six months into my 
first  

apartment, two months behind in rent, 
homesick, and under-employed. I had been 
living for the past four months with my 
roommate, an older sibling, in an apartment 
boxed 22 dusty, windy floors above 12 lanes 
of intersecting highway that hummed well into 
the morning light. I hated it. It seemed so far 
from the life I’d imagined for myself in the 16 
years I waited to return to this metropolis of 
my early childhood. 

 In the summer of 1987, in what I now 
consider a coach-potato-induced state of 
confusion, I developed a crush on Dr. 
Caldwell. Night after night I watched a slew of 

syndication programs, including 
St. Elsewhere. The fantasy hold 
of TV-land became so excessive 
that I actually wrote a letter to 
Mark Harmon. I do not recall 
exactly what I scribbled, but I do 
recall inviting him to drop by our 

apartment if ever he visited the Big Smoke and 
needed a place to hang. Then, in a bizarre 
moment of reason, I enclosed a note retracting 
the invitation, stating that if he was, in fact, 
involved in a relationship, all bets were off. 
What’s even more bizarre is that I mailed them 
both. Together. In the same envelope.  
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 It is important to note here that 
Entertainment Tonight had just broken the 
story that Mark and Pam Dawber were dating. 
That’s why the second note. I did not want to 
step on any toes. My cheeks still burn 
whenever I think that he must have read the 
letter because he signed his name to a 
personalized 
headshot for me. 

 What may be 
worse is that 
having worked at a 
talent agency, I 
know first-hand 
the delight 
employees take in 
ridiculing fan 
letters. 

 When the 
manila envelope 
arrived with its 
flashy U.S. postmark my sister asked about its 
contents. After a failed attempt to hide 8x10 
glossy photograph, I showed it to her. Her 
unexpected oohing and aahing provided me 
with the much needed time to concoct a 
reasonable lie (something about enrolling in a 
fan club) about why this handsome actor had 
sent me a picture of himself inscribed “Dear 
Valerie.” 

 I had to lie. The truth was too embarrassing. 
At 23, I was too old for a celebrity crush. 

  ••• 

Days later, I think about the lie, the 
embarrassment, and the silliness of the fan 
letter as I scroll through the various postings of 
the actor’s website. I search for and find my 
posting among the dozen of others who also 
seem to be begging for attention, or killing 
time, or both. 

 I don’t even have enough e-saavy to use an 
anonymous email address and when I see my 
name, I am horrified and immediately send the 
webmaster an email imploring him to remove 
my message. 

 But I cannot stay away. I think about the 
subject matter that might get the actor to 
respond and I post again. Voila. This post 
meets with success: My question is answered 
by the object of my fleeting affection.  

 And I suppose, that’s all I really wanted, 
was to be noticed in a lengthy discussion 

threads, among hundreds of 
posters, or tens of fans 
posing as hundreds of 
posters, whatever, it was 
time to move on. 

  ••• 
Ed’s note:  In typical over-
analytical fashion, the writer 
puts the experience down to a 
short-term revival of 
adolescence, which she says, in 
effect is because as teenagers, 
we feel neither valued nor 
wanted. We feel isolated, 
lonely, alienated, as if living the 

gritty truth of a Melissa Etheridge song.  

While studies have shown that celebrity crushes 
makes our endorphins swim – we get a sense of 
well-being from this natural pain killer – this may be 
something many of us need, particularly when that 
feeling of being 17 creeps back into our life. There 
are times when we all need that biochemical fix. 
The writer ought to let herself, and us, off the hook 
for a seemingly innocuous transgression. 
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Emerging Artist � Valerie Poulin 

One of my childhood heroines: Pippi Longstocking. This illustration1, circa 1974, was a sketch for a 
Hallowe’en costume. I’m not sure what happened to her hands. 

 
 

 
pencil on paper 

vlp, age 10 

 

 

 

                                                
1 based on illustrations by Nancy Siligsohn, ©1959 by TAB Books, Inc., in Pippi Longstocking by Astrid Lindgren, 
from the (12th printing April 1972) edition published by Scholastic Book Services, a division of Scholastic Magazines, 
Inc., by arrangement with The Viking Press, Inc. SBS cover price 45¢. 
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About Me � Valerie Poulin 

About the Author 
Valerie has worked in a variety of jobs including positions as a girl Friday, carhop, meat & deli clerk, 
and sales clerk. She has held the titles of: Branch Administrator; Administrator (Head Office); Sales 
Co-ordinator; Collections Clerk; Administrator – Collections & Estates, Supervisor, Processing, Data 
Processing Clerk; Office Co-ordinator; Financial Administrator; Compliance Administrator, Customer 
Service Representative, Supervisor, Office Services, Assistant Manager, Office Services, Assistant 
Manager, O/S & Administration, Assistant Manager, Office Services & Administration; Manager, 
Office Services; Assistant Manager, Processing - Mutual Funds; Manager, Training & Development; 
Office Manager; Investment Product, Sales & Service Specialist; Client Service Administrator; 
Account Co-ordinator; Technical Support professional; QA Analyst; E.I. recipient; Documentation 
Specialist; Meat Wrapper; Citation Editor; CBT Technical Writer; Business Analyst; Documentation 
Specialist; Talent Payment Clerk; and Financial Administrator. 

 

But she would have rather have worked as any one, or more, of the following: 

 
actress  

ad copy writer 

art gallery curator 

artist (painter) 

book shop owner 

car mechanic  

dentist  

filmmaker 

furniture refinisher 

furniture upholsterer  

graphic artist 

inventor 

interior decorator 

journalist, print or television 

librarian  

novelist 

professor of English 

psychologist  

reporter, newspaper 

screenwriter  

school teacher, kindergarten 

talent scout 

teacher, English  

sculptor 

singer/songwriter  

television host 

pharmacist 

photographer 

 

 

Valerie currently writes business documents. 
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Creative Non-fiction � Valerie Poulin 

Forty Minutes with Bill Welychka (or How I Celebrated My 40th Birthday) 
Much more than an on-air personality or a VJ who simply introduces videos, Bill Welychka has carved 
out a solid career at Citytv. He’s been on-air since 1992, when Denise Donolon, the host of Canada’s 
first country music video show “Outlaws & Heroes,” went on maternity leave. At the time, he was 
“really into country music” and conceived the show when regulatory requirements demanded the 
station schedule more musical content. Because he was editor and creator, he easily stepped into the 
role of co-host, then host before moving onto other Much programming.  

 Today2, Welychka has the distinction of being the longest-running MM/MMM host on a consecutive 
basis.   

 The host of “The Loop” and “The Story of . . .”, Bill came to Citytv in 1988 straight from school 
(Seneca College’s Radio & TV Broadcasting program). In fact, it was while on an internship at the 
station that he noticed an editing job posted on the job board – an approach he suggests anyone 
interested in getting into the business try.  

 “You can’t discount volunteerism because it’s important not only to be at the right place at the right 
time, but at the right place all the time,” stresses the producer/editor3. 

 For those who want to get into the business – of acting or otherwise – the Much veteran suggests 
they study and work in different areas of the business, not just narrowly focus on one aspect of film 
and television. Bill suggests, you try your hand at other creative, artistic and complimentary pursuits. 

                                                
2 It started out as any normal day: a GO train commute, a subway ride, a few hours crunching 
numbers at a talent agency. I mostly spend my work days patiently dealing with agents and actors 
complaining about the lack of jobs and payments, but not today. Today I have an appointment. At 3:00 
p.m., I am scheduled to meet with MuchMusic alumnus Bill Welychka. 

Bill agreed to an interview to offer advice on the reality of working in the television business for a new 
edition of my book for aspiring performers. I was nervous and silently prayed on the cab ride that I 
would not endure the same humiliating experience as I had with the Ernie Coombs/Mr. Dressup when 
I sat motionless and tongue-tied as he provided anecdote after anecdote waiting for me to write 
something, anything in my notebook.  
3 In my non-journalistic approach to interviews, I did little research on the Much veteran and was 
thankful for my wide-ranging laziness when I hit the Information Highway following the interview.  

Surfing the Internet for opinions at large, I discovered some very important things about the M3 host, 
including the following gems from self-styled critics and Internet junk- er, journalists. 

Bill, it seems, “flirts with everyone” at the Much workplace. He is most often described as “a hottie,” 
“a cutie,” and “my fave” and is either single or married, separated or divorced. What’s more, one 
female fan describes him “old, like 34” or something, while another, a student who did a stint at Much 
says he wears makeup. I think she meant on-air. (Even so, what’s the big deal if he is a metrosexual?) 
Another fan claimed she spotted him walking down Queen Street smoking – gasp – a cigarette! 

My gosh, I mean, like, what’s worse than a nice-looking guy who loves his work, loathes typos (the one 
of two personal tidbits I picked up from our chat), keeps his private life to himself (though he 
mentioned to me that he was job-hunting), and has the nerve to outgrow his youth? You’d think the 
triple-M crew might have the good sense to drag him to the top of the CHUMCITY building and flog 
him with sound cables. 
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That way, you’ll find a job filled with things you love, plus you’ll be all the more likely to find your 
niche. 

 Specifically, Bill offers this advice: Build that résumé. Volunteer as much as possible, take extra 
courses, learn your craft well, and don’t wait around for that moment to be discovered.  

 This music journalist with “more than a thousand interviews under his belt” doesn’t actually 
consider his job hard work (despite the quotation on the MMM Web site, attributed to his mom Barb 
that he “works very hard”), because he’s passionate about what he does, especially producing and the 
technical aspects of editing.  

Since editing is how the Welland, Ontario native came into this business (he enrolled at Seneca to train 
as a cameraman) and he remains plainly affectionate towards the art and craft.4 

 When not busy with the demanding role of producer, or on-air duties, the popular host spends his 
time preparing for interviews by reading trade magazine and newspaper clippings, viewing tapes from 
extensive CITY video library, and paper editing (making detailed notes for the editor), surfing the Net 
for opinions at large, and reviewing publicity packages. He reads and surfs and reviews old interview 
footage so that he can gets to know the artist well enough to carry a conversation without referring to 
lists of questions all the while, keeping in mind “the top three or four questions” he needs to ask. 
Always aware of the bigger picture, Bill concentrates on striking a balance between what his guests 
want to talk about, what the audience wants to know, and what he would like to ask. 

 When he meets individuals who tell him that they want to work at Much, he asks is they are 
committed to the work or just interested in meeting rock stars.  

 “If you just want to meet rock stars then this job isn’t for you,” he says. And it’s a real job, he 
stresses. He’s an employee, bound to corporate responsibility, maybe not paid as well as U.S. 

                                                
4 The music journalist/on-air personality/host/producer/editor meet at CityTV. I’d been in the ultra hip 
ChumCity building before – the energy inside is palpable, which only makes my stomach curl into 
nervous knots.  

After I’m okay’d by Security, we ride the elevator to the MuchMoreMusic space. He escorts me past 
his workspace to an area behind the plush black curtains and heather purple velveteen settee reserved 
for interviews with musicians, celebrities, artists.  

Here he sits me in a make-up chair and takes a seat on the more comfortable couch. And I can’t help 
but wonder . . .  

Is Welychka Ukrainian? (My grandmother would like that.) If he has more than 5,000 CDs, how many 
record albums does he have and are they stored in his living room in Sealtest milk crates?  

I wondered, too, if Chad Kroeger’s rear-end is as tiny in real life as it appears from the 300 level at 
the Skydome? And what about Shania Twain? Are her teeth as white as they seem on TV? Is Alice 
Cooper really über straight? Does Bill hang with former co-host Denise Donolon and her“Straw had 
an old dirty hanky” guy?  

And if Bill is so into country music can he accurately recount the history of the Moog?  

Most importantly, does he get a clothing allowance from MuchMoreMusic? 

Later, I supposed none of that mattered because I left 299 Queen West with a good deal of material 
and a really cool story to tell my girlfriends. After all, none of them had spent their 40th birthday 
listening, starstruck, to an editor/producer/host/on-air personality/music journalist and former VJ talk 
about stuff. They just had lame-ass surprise parties replete with stupid “over-the-hill” gifts. 
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counterparts/television personalities, but the job comes with some nice perks like frequent travel and as 
MMM publicity material puts it, interviews with “movie stars, royalty, athletes and innumerable music 
legends.”  

 Some of the interviews he considers his favourites, because he views these in terms of quality, 
include “Madonna, a couple with Sting, various ones with Oasis, members of Led Zeppelin, members 
of Rolling Stones, The Cure, Mel Gibson, Harrison Ford, Aerosmith, David Bowie.” 

 Although he watches little television, (he’d rather listen to music, favouring Rock, from a collection 
of more than 5,000 CDs), he’ll watch the occasional MMM program at home on his couch just like a 
regular viewer. He gains satisfaction from seeing the results of hours of work that goes into an 
interview and remarkably, he can watch objectively without over-analyzing what he would have done 
differently – whether it’s a different question or making a different editorial choice. The only 
frustration he experiences is with the odd typo that creeps into the keys (the phrases that appear on the 
bottom of the TV screen), because even after passing through three or four set of hands before airing, 
sometimes they go unnoticed. That is, until he notices them while watching at home . . . and cringes. 

 From his workspace on the fourth floor of the CHUMCITY building, which is surprisingly quiet and 
in direct contrast to the action on the street-level windowed studio, Bill Welychka works alongside 
colleagues as he has for the past 17 years, in an area that looks like any other office5. That is, until you 
step behind the black velveteen curtains and enter a dimly lit room filled with overstuffed furniture. 
Standing in that room, where so many musicians, performers and actors have sat to discuss their art, 
their passion, their work, it’s hard not to be impressed. It’s hard not to think, hey, this looks like a 
pretty cool job. Even knowing that there’s real work that goes on behind the scenes.  

 

 
 

Editor’s Note: This article originally appeared in Seeking Representation (revised edition), 2005. In an email 
containing only these footnotes (which were crafted from outtakes of the article and fashioned together) as a thank 
you note for Bill, the subject claimed the resulting piece was “the best profile I’ve ever read.” We believe he was 
being sarcastic. 

                                                
5 While I sat waiting for a moment to ask about his clothing allowance, a tour group arrived and cut 
our visit short. Bill went to greet the group and left me staring into a makeup mirror in horror at the 
lipstick smeared across my front teeth. And thus ended my 40-minute visit. Sure it was double the 
requested time and soon gave me the classic show biz kiss-off when he shook my hand and said “Stay 
in touch,” I knew right then that it was over between us.  

And before I got a chance to ask about the clothing thing, or if there is a stylist on-site, “bw,” as he is 
known to Much insiders, hustled me out the City doors and into a cab. Probably so he could go out 
back for a smoke. 
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Head Lines � Valerie Poulin 

 

 
A good business writer must be able to write fiction. 
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Blog Postings Dispatches from the Workforce � Valerie Poulin 

Diary of a Temp (Scrawls from a PMS Notebook) 
I can’t believe that I’ve been pulled into the corporate domicile again. Damn these friends of mine and 
their goodwill. A few months ago, I headed home to my tired manuscripts, home to my binders 
exploding with contest information and writers’ guidelines, home to pages of an the idea file that spill 
across my desk. Once there, I gathered the contents of a two-drawer filing cabinet jammed with half-
written short stories, novella outlines, two partial scripts, and got right to work. I outlined ideas for 
essays and articles zipping through my head. Just as quickly as it started, it ended. Bills were overdue, 
mortgage payments late. It was time to go back. 

Here are excerpts from my daily notebook.  

 

Monday, April 8, 2002 

Day One. Typical first day. I wasted most of morning reading poorly written procedural 
documentation, waiting for the techno-gods to arrive and set me up with a username and password. To 
pass the time, I scrawled notes in the margins unaware that they reuse this paperwork, earning me my 
first frown from a colleague who watches me do this. Before she can tell anyone, I slap liquid paper 
across the notes and photocopy replacement pages.  

Right after lunch, my computer crashes. I have none of the usual office worker implements. I don’t 
even have a telephone on my desk. If I need to make a call, I have to use the communal telephone 
located in the hallway. Because we can only leave our desks during scheduled break periods, there is 
always a line up.  

 

Tuesday, April 9, 2002 

I was moved to a new desk. The new desk is beside a window!! Now that’s more like it!  The 
excitement had died by mid-afternoon and I became so bored that I spent the rest of the day blinking 
into the slowly setting sun wondering which direction I am facing. 

 

Thursday, April 11, 2002 

Well, it’s Day Four. I’m back at my “old” desk today. Seems the computer’s problem was user error, 
so to speak. Geez, they sure don’t like it when you change the desktop settings. I was scolded by my 
supervisor for tampering with the date-time format. What’s this? I hadn’t thought of checking the 
drawers for leftovers.  Hey, this book looks as if it might be a good read.  I slip it into my bag. Later, a 
woman drops by my desk and asks if I have seen her book.  I look at her as if I can’t figure out why 
she has three heads.  She turns on her heal and walks away mumbling that sounds like Cupid Witch. 

 

Friday, April 12, 2002 

Oh yeah, now I remember, this is what “TGIF” means. 

 

Monday, April 15, 2002 
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Today the coffee vending machine and I had an argument. After settling on a calorie-smart/budget-
wise coffee with whitener, the stupid machine spit out a cup filled with water and whitener. Twice. I’m 
down $1.25. 

 

I make my way back to my desk through the perfume patch, past Hacking Man, and beyond a singer 
aspirant whose vocals remind me of a steel claw. Tina Turner, she ain’t. 

 

Tuesday, April 16, 2002 

The most exciting thing happened this afternoon! A challenge!!! I realize I’ve been entering the wrong 
data for almost a week!  Why is this so exciting you ask?  My ignorance has provided me with a make-
work project. I’ve got to figure out a way to fix the mistake without anyone knowing, or work out a 
solution before I confess. I decide to take a cue from one of my super-smart friends and ask myself, 
“What would Heather do”?   

The answer, of course, is to fix it then explain what happened and how. When I’m done, my left eye is 
blood-shot. It looks as if I worked my way through a decidedly difficult cocktail hour. It occurs to me 
that I may be too old to do this type of work. 

 

Day 7 

It has taken me seven working days to figure out how to call home using my calling card. The 
telephones are located side by side in very public setting. The wall is dirty and has ink scribbles on it. 
Days from now we’ll get an email about the “graffiti” because a few Big Wigs from the U.S. are 
paying us a visit. Why don’t they just affix a notepad and pen? I wrote that suggestion on the wall. 
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Day 8 

I’m managing about 25 pages of entries each day.  I think I’ll set a goal. I wore a business suit today in 
hopes that it would shine my tarnished professionalism. 

The pop machine ate my loonie. 

 

Day 11 

I think I’m finally settling in the routine of an office job. I guess I’ve accepted those things I cannot 
change: the consistently empty paper-towel dispenser, the cheating vending machine coffee, the mass 
of ants moving across the lunchroom floor, the steady stream of traffic past my desk, the pot-smoker’s 
hack, the crooner’s caterwauling, the ever-present haze of perfume, and concentrate on things I can 
change: my dirt-poor attitude.  (And yes, the wisdom to know the difference.)  

 

P.S. The chip machine kept both my dollar and my bag of Cheetos. 

 

Day 12 

I can’t help but think that this is a universal, karmic payback for the temps I treated as disposable work 
horses. I have become the kind of temp I used to fire. 

 

Day 14 

Oh, a truly funny thing happened this afternoon.  The department supervisor told me I could go home 
at noon.  I think she felt bad because this morning the vending machine kept both my Loonie and my 
Cheetos. Again. And again, I head downstairs to the gal in HR. She’s got a dollar on her desk for my 
daily refund. I don’t know why the heck they don’t just fix those stupid machines. I noticed my name 
in a ledger opened on her desk. I’m great at reading upside down. It’s a real learned skill and it comes 
in handy for more than studying for tests. I counted my name entered in her book 16 times. Man, that 
must be some sort of record. 

Anyway, the dumb broad handed me a stack of nickels and dimes and made is seem as if I won’t be 
coming back. Don’t know what that’s about.  Anyway, I’ll write you once I find out. 
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Emerging Artist � Valerie Poulin 

I painted the Pink Panther painted on my bedroom wall in and around 1980. I recall my parents were 
neither angered, nor excited, by my artistic attempt.  

Secondary proof! of my artistic potential went into hiding due to inattention.  

 

 
 

Acrylic on Gyproc and digital camera 

vlp, age 16 

                                                
! Refer to “How to Discourage a Budding Poet” in Issue No. 1, Volume 2. 
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Personal Essay � Valerie Poulin 

Art Buchwald and Grandma 
“Hi, I’m Art Buchwald, and I just died.” 

 I read that line in a magazine article about writer Art Buchwald. He delivered those words in an 
online video obituary published by the New York Times. I think it’s both hilarious and inspiring. 

 Even while dying of kidney failure, he continued to work. I find this admirable and more than a little 
encouraging to my career as a freelance writer.  

 In reading Buchwald’s bit, I’m reminded of a recent conversation with my grandmother, who turns 
104 in December 2007. 

 Telephone calls with my grandmother are mostly one-sided; the incompatibility of a hearing aid and 
telephone is always challenging, but our conversations are way more amusing without my 
interruptions.  

 Having just risen from her mid-morning nap, when I called, her dreams were easy brought to mind. 

 She said she’d dreamt about my grandfather, her husband of more than 60 years who passed away in 
1991, when I called. 

 “It’s taking along time to see him again,” she tells me and wonders the reason for his delay in 
coming to get her. She thinks she knows the answer. 

 Apparently, one of her sisters had dated my grandfather when they were as young adults and 
Grandma wondered if perhaps they were together on the other side. 

 Whether granny was able to sneak a peek at life beyond the white light, or not, I don’t know, but she 
remains unwavering in her expectation that my grandfather greet her when she’s ready. Until then, she 
won’t budge an inch. A little later, she reconsiders her position and says “if he’s not there when I get 
there, I’ll go find him.”  

 Man, I hope I have a sense of humour about dying when it’s my turn. 

 More accurately, I hope for the opportunity Buchwald and my grandmother share, which is to live 
life that when the end arrives makes it easier to embrace. 

 

This essay also appears slightly differently as a blog entry (March 27, 2007) of People, Places, and Things at 
www.Durhamregion.com. 
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Fiction Postcard Story � Valerie Poulin 

Rose, Not Mary 
She looked to Hera for answers, but the goddess was busy tending to the marital bliss of others.  

 Rose, not Mary opens the cupboard door. She pushes past sympathetic spices – cinnamon, ginger, 
cardamom – past the memory of delicate powders held soft in her mother’s hand and reaches for a jar 
of rosemary. Rosemary all nettles, inflexible, thorny. 

 Outside, a Purple Finch his perching feet hold tight a rose bush bundled in winter coat; burlap 
beneath a warbling song. He, too, is on watch. 

 Rose bends forward to catch a better glimpse, her glasses adjusted just so. The bird is not purple at 
all, but dipped in raspberry. Rose turns away. The birdsong is almost too much to bear in its sweetness. 
This sparrow, mother Mary’s favourite, with its reddish-brown cheeks and fluid call, hops to the 
ground and walks sideways a short distance. The clatter of dishes has stopped.  

 Rose’s hands rest against the sink’s edge, where water drips from her fingertips into the soapy water 
below. Standing there, Rose looks out at the back garden and sees what her mother’s eyes would have 
witnessed every autumn. Rose imagines a daughter. She smiles at the imaginary child who waves back 
and motions for her mother to watch her twirl until she falls to the ground surrounded by giggles. 

 It is the bird that brings Rose back. Here. As he takes flight, she imagines that his notes, rich in 
regret, might shake the hinged wooden frames above Mary’s garden that now belongs to Rose. She 
imagines this ballad making its way to the room above her mother’s kitchen where Rose replaces 
Mary. 
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Reviews � Valerie Poulin 

Related Experience 
 

Decorating Challenge. A Canadian decorating series in which participants tackle redecorating 
projects. Behind the scenes shots show the participant smoking cigarettes, drinking cola, and waiting 
around while the crew prepped the projects, then completed them after the on-camera work was 
complete. êêê 

 

Art Bar Poetry Series. Victory Café hosts this popular poetry venue. As one of the featured poets 
who took the stage that night, Valerie Poulin was in good company. A live audience is required, by 
sheer social civility to applaud the performance of any poet, no matter their talent or ability. The 
darkened room, the spot light, and a poet alone on the stage with a microphone adds ambiance that 
would make any keyed-up amateur appear an old hand. êêêêê 

 

Living Romance. There’s no room in an episodic television program celebrating romance for a old 
married lady. The host was obviously annoyed by her guest, who must have also irritated the producer, 
since the finished episode never aired. It’s probably best for everyone involved that this episode 
remains shelved. ê 

 

100% Maple Verse. CBC television pilot of spoken word and video poetry. The off-camera 
interviewer responsible for carrying conversation with emerging poet. First experience with the various 
challenges a crew faces when filming outdoors. Outtakes show the poet Duke Redbird reciting his 
poem “The Beaver” to the off-camera interviewer and an exchange between poets Souvankham 
Thammavongsa and the interviewer. êêê 

 

Mann Over Moon. A short film written, directed, and produced by Paul Quarrington and starring 
David Fox and Quarrington’s actress wife. The Silent-on-Camera (SOC) performer took a front-row 
seat in the scene in which she appears a little stiff, even for a background performer. Although she 
plays a chunky library patron close to reality. êê 

 

Source: A collection of reviews from television listings, various issues. 
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Personal Essays � Valerie Poulin 

Bad Language in the Workplace (or Why Bill Gates Sux) 
Snaring the odd typo in my morning paper is something of a daily ritual for me and a photo caption in 
the Star identified a person in the “centre1” of a photo. Finding a spelling mistake in a newspaper is 
sort of cheating because it is so easy, but I marked down a point for me anyway. Spelling gaffes were 
the easiest to spot.  

 Wait a minute! Was this a spelling gaffe or a typo? Back in 1975, my fourth grade teacher explained 
the difference between centre and center. As Canadians we used spelling of UK and US, we just 
applied them differently. Now I wonder if he was mistaken.  

 I began to second-guess my spelling know-how . . . what if “centre” no longer meant facility? What 
if Toronto was no longer the “center” of the universe? What if, we adopted the UK version because 
Microsoft Word wasn’t able to distinguish between Canada’s different uses, so it just changed all 
instances as it was programmed to do?  

 As I made my way through the day, I noticed words that once seemed natural and complacent 
thumped me at every turn, from the novel I was reading to the corporate communications intranet site 
at the office. Even my son’s school work was loaded with misspelled words. I looked around my 
world, and noticed a horrifying tendency. The strides we have made in establishing Canadian English 
are being reversed, and I think we can blame Bill Gates for this backslide.  

 I thought about a book I was currently reading. The book about prairie life in Canada, which was 
written by a Saskatchewan-based writer, and published by a Canadian imprint – and it was littered with 
American spelling. With its obligatory thank you notation to Canadian Council for the Arts for 
financial assistance2, I wondered if the Council could reclaim its handouts from publishers unable to 
preserve our language.3  

If asked, these publishers would probably babble about catering to a global audience and that means 
using American spelling. The reality is, of course, that there are fewer editors, with larger workloads, 
working alongside proofreaders relying too heavily on spell-checking software. I wondered if most 
Canadians even recognize the difference.  

Our reading world is filled with words spelled in un-Canadian ways. If you look closely at those 
consumer products you use, you’ll notice that in everyday life, words in their American forms appear 
more often than their Canadian counterparts. They appear in popular magazines, on Web sites, in video 
games. They are printed on the dashboards of our vans and SUVs. We find them on candy wrappers 
and toy packaging, on greeting cards, CD liner notes, on shampoo bottles and hair products. We see 
them in movie titles, job ads, and comic strips. They are printed on storefront signs and lawn signs 
advertising home renovations. Even our television program listings print U.S. versions, including 
Toronto Star’s  StarWeek and Bell Express Vu.  

                                                
1
 However, later that day, I noticed an identical error in MacLean’s magazine. I wondered if my knowledge was 

slipping; I second-guessed my spelling know-how. Maybe I was, gulp, wrong. What if the two words had morphed 
over time? What if I had been (gasp) using the American version all my spelling life? This would surely weaken my 
standing of grammatical wisdom. 
2 In 2001-2002, Canada Council issued 20.2 million dollars in handouts. 
3 I knew I’d lost a battle when Access Copyright suggested I use “license” (as a noun, for a book disclaimer), instead 
of “licence.” 
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There are, in fact, only a handful of words that are spelled differently, but those few words4 help 
distinguish us from our British roots and our American neighbours. It is a matter of Canadian 
independence.5  

 At the office, we care less about the spelling and more about the intent: We agree to accept terms of 
the software’s license agreement then customize toolbars. We delete email messages containing off-
color humor, we apologize for missing lunch dates, and are overjoyed when meetings are canceled.  

��� 

 It’s tricky business, this business of keeping quibbling matters straight. Our government prefers 
British “ise” business prefers its American cousin “ize” and most workers simply do not share my 
overwrought concern.  

 So, just as it may seem a stretch to blame the proliferation of spelling errors on software, it does 
seem extraordinary that the geniuses at Microsoft stepped away from their Nerf football game long 
enough to program a handful of language options, but are largely unable to distinguish between UK 
and Canadian spellings.  

 Then again, even the Canadian Oxford Dictionary does little to identify a preferred style versus 
correct use listing American, Canadian, and British spellings, but never identifies which is which.6  

 While I can accept the evolution of language and easily accept new words into our lexicon, I do not 
like technology’s influence on my home and native tongue. 

 In the time since my invented center/centre debate, I noticed something else. I noticed the use of 
Canadian spelling in U.S. films and news programs. Note, for example, the scene in Ladder 49 in 
which a television weather report reports that services have been “cancelled” due to storm/weather 
conditions. 

��� 

Like my elevated expectation of the publishing industry, I hold an equally tall expectation of our 
public school system. It is disheartening to see lack of respect for our language where it should be 
encouraged. Our school’s monthly newsletter filled with loathsome grammar that can only be 
described as embarrassing, but not any more so than my son's homework assignments. What’s more, 
his grade one teacher regularly assigns spelling assignments that she’s yanked off the Internet, replete 
with missing u’s and l’s, as in color and traveling. I pencil in corrections, but I don’t suppose this 
gains me any favour.  

 Notes at the top of these assignments explain that practice is necessary for good spelling habits. 
Apparently, practise is no longer important.  

                                                
4 Defence as a noun, but defense as a verb. Same goes for licence and license. And always use two: two l’s, as in 
travelling and unravelling. Use “ou” when spelling mould and honour. There is no “e” in judgment, unless it’s used in 
legal docs. But, don’t forget to drop the “a” from anemia and the “liquor” from licorice.  
5 In A Canadian Writer’s Reference, Diane Hacker tells us that Canadian English is “in some ways a blend of British 
and American English, yet is distinct from both”. The Site for Language Management in Canada (SLMC) reminds us 
that “Traditionally, the only English-language dictionaries available to Canadians were either American or British, 
with very little or no Canadian content.” and with the founding of the Canadian Linguist Association in 1953, “native 
Canadian dictionaries of English became a reality.” 
6 Of course, the SLMC reminds us, that a dictionary is “based on electronic corpora of text” which is 
just a fancy was of saying it is reflective of common use. That is all well and good, but shouldn’t a 
dictionary be an authority on language, rather than an observer? 
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Above and beyond that, the class recently worked through a capitalization exercise that included these 
two sentences: “The country to the north of us is canada.” and “We celebrate washington’s birthday in 
February.”  

 I gather national identity is of no importance either. 

��� 

 I sit pondering this when something makes me reconsider my overly pedantic perspective: An ad for 
a workshop run by columnist Linwood Barclay, whom I adore professionally, lists the workshop as 
“Writing with Satire and Humor.” I figure if humor is good enough for Linwood, it should be good 
enough for me. Besides, I can’t diagram a sentence worth a damn.  

 

 
This essay first appeared online April 2004 at www.canadiancontent.ca .  
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Column Reviews � Valerie Poulin 

Cool People: Name Droppings (Get Me Abe Burrows!) 
“I hate to say it kid, but I think this is it.”  

 Abe Burrows, an American musical theatre director and musical-comedy librettist, is said to have 
made this remark in response to the question “Mr. Burrows, what was the low point of your life?” 
which was supposedly asked by a neophyte reporter during a tedious interview.  

 One of the first interviews I did with Canada’s Mr. Dressup, the late Ernie Coombs, was just like 
that.  

This Doc Definitely, Definitely Not Hot  
by Nancy Green-Horn 

What a painful experience it must been for the late Ernie Coombs when neophyte interviewer Valerie 
Poulin dropped by his home near Rouge Valley to film the documentary “Meeting Mr. Dressup.”  

 In a series of interviews that took place at his home in Pickering in 1998, and a follow-up in 2001, 
we are permitted only a glimpse of what should have been a entertaining and insightful interview. In 
the hands of this amateur journalist, the documentary uncovers little about the actor’s life, and indeed 
one could likely find similar information online using the key words “Mr.” + “Dressup.”   

 The profile begins as the interviewer pulls up the driveway in a beat-up Suzuki Samurai and exits the 
vehicle with a full-size, 1970s style cassette recorder squished beneath her armpit. She plods to the 
front door where she is met by Coombs. 

 In this opening scene, Ernie Coombs, for his part, appears in standard Dressup fare – casual pants 
and a checked shirt.  

 Inside his cosy, tudor-style home, the host graciously answers inane questions of the obviously star-
struck interviewer, who breaks all rules of professional journalism: She overstays her 15-minute 
welcome by 60 minutes; she asks for an autograph for a business acquaintance, then one for herself. 
She fawns and insults in equal turn. At one point, Ms. Poulin asks her subject why she wasn’t’ able to 
find any press coverage other than that at the CBC library. For his part, Coombs responds to this 
nonsense by laughing lightly. He then mentions a file folder he keeps that is bursting with press 
clippings.  

 While Coombs shows few vocal signs of impatience with the interviewer, at one point, as he excuses 
himself to fetch a pen to autograph publicity photos for the interviewer and a friend of a business 
associate of hers, there is a moment of possible annoyance when the interviewer says, “that owl scared 
me” is met with dead air. 

 We listen in on taped telephone conversations with Ross Petty, who obviously intimidates the young 
reporter, and the gentler Juan Chioran. There are interviews with Coombs’ daughter and a former 
neighbour, as well as actress Laura Bertam. All of whom were candid and tolerant. A five-minute 
conversation with the late Peter Gzowski was embarrassingly abrupt making her appear an 
unprofessional dofus. 

 “That pretty much ended my career as a journalist,” Poulin later claimed in an interview with The 
Journal. This would be funny, if the remark did not have such a strong ring of truth to it. “Mom was 
right,” she said, “I should have stayed in school.”  
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 The program itself focuses on the mundane and misses interesting fact. For example, the award 
named in his late wife Lynne’s name at local college, or his adopted son. It only manages to mildly hit 
the mark when the narrator retells a racy story about two young women, dressed for a night out, who 
spot Ernie in a restaurant in downtown Toronto. One of the gals, a former Dressup co-star and child 
actor, now in her 20s, is wearing leather. She squeals Ernie’s name as she runs to greet him. We hear 
the chuckle of Ernie’s voice as he tells the interviewer how he kick he got out of the other customers’ 
surprised reactions. 

 I believe that the program had its merits but the interviewer went overboard repeating herself and 
almost gushing in places. 
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Essays & Articles ∙ Interview � Valerie Poulin 

Unemployment Suits Me 
There was a period in time when my friends worried about what they considered my inability to 
remain gainfully employed. Every time I complained about work – the lack of it, the wealth of it, the 
boredom of it, the excitement, one would inevitably, offer me a job. In retrospect, I think they mistook 
my complaints for sly insinuations/hiring pleas. These friends with their solid, corporate careers and 
ever-increasing salaries, placed phone calls to hiring managers on my behalf. And they did so on a 
fairly regular and annoying basis. 

 I tired to tell them that while I was perpetually unemployed, I was unemployed by choice. I guess I 
wasn’t too convincing. They continued to be confounded by my preference for short-term, contract 
work, especially during down turns when I was without work and short lunch money. 

 In the years that passed, I owned up to what I was really doing during those employment gaps. 
Recently, one long-time friend and I talked about the past unemployment trends in a question and 
answer session at her home in Scarborough. 

 After dinner and shortly after the uncorking of a second, or was it a third, bottle of wine, we slid into 
the hot tub in her backyard and I turned on the tape recorder. What follows is a transcript of our 
conversation. 

 

hj:  Most full-time, permanent employees think contractors are lazy. Are you? 

vlp: Some people I know might say yes. 

 

hj: What do you say? 

vlp: I say, I need a refill. 

 

hj: Before making a move into the precarious world of freelance and contract work, you claim to have 
had a relatively successful career in financial services. Why did you give that up? 

vlp: Well, a mid-30’s career change is not always the wisest choice, especially without the background 
or education in the chosen field. I can hear my mother’s voice now. “You’re just asking for trouble.” I 
could have “bucked up” as my mother suggested and remained in the financial services industry. 
Maybe now I would be rolling in the big bucks at a bank like some of my former colleagues.  
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hj: Do I detect a note of envy of your friends’ success in business? 

vlp: Are you kidding me? (laughs) No. Why? Of course not! (Shifts, pauses.) Okay, sometimes I envy 
the way they can get up and go to work without complaint. And of course, I envy their ability to sit in 
meetings and forgo the Danish pastries. 

 

hj: You complain about friends not supporting your freelance writing career, but it seems to me that 
these friends are just looking out for you. They keep getting you work … at good jobs that pay “good” 
money, at better than average hourly rates. 

vlp: Yeah, well . . . (holding up wineglass) that’s what friends are for.  

 

hj: What is it about 9-5 that you dislike? 

vlp: The numbers. 

 

hj: You claim to need many hours of sleep. Is this true?  

vlp: This is true. It helps me ignore life.  

 

hj: You’ve self-published to some success. Are you interested in self-publishing any more books? 

vlp: Middling success, yes. It’s had a great run at eight years and I’ve sold just over 800 books in 8 
years. That’s an average of 100 books per year, dude! Remarkable. But, do you know how much 
criticism I’ve received? Plenty. Just none of it comes from people who matter. There hasn’t been one 
book review, not one. And not one job offer. Not one. In fact, people sneer at the mention of a self-
published book.  

 

hj: What people? 

vlp: People. People. People I meet at dinner parties. On the subway. Or during job interviews. People 
in the publishing industry. The book didn’t do a damn thing for my writing career.  

 

hj: What criticism? 

vlp: That’s not really a question, but I see where you’re going. The CBC never called, even though I 
did that interview with Mr. Dressup. I should have followed up with a résumé instead of a thank you 
note. Not one news outlet was interested in my self-publishing success story. No one, no one asked to 
interview me about the success of my book. And I didn’t get one damn freelance writing assignment as 
a result of the book’s success. 

 

hj: That was a question, but let’s switch gears.  

vlp: Good because it’s getting warm in here (holds wine glass against forehead). 

 

hj: Tell me about your friends continue to get you work. Why do they do it? 

vlp: Misery loves company.  
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hj: What do your friends say? 

vlp: About what? 

 
Audible splashes. The two gals climb out of the hot tub and head into the kitchen. The voices are distorted 
alongside sounds of clanging dishes and cutlery. A short time later, the voices are distinguishable again. 

 

hj. Is this thing on? 

hj: Okay. 

 

hj: How do you react when people say, “get a ‘real’ job?” 

vlp: (Bales of laughter). People misunderstand. (tight smile). Maybe they are sympathetic, maybe they 
offer me condolences and kind words, but I don’t need kind words. I need a steady job as a columnist. 
I need contacts at a newspaper, or a magazine. I need a highly regarded poet to mentor me. I need an 
editor at HarperCollins, I need a literary agent that will advance me six-figures against foreign sales. I 
need a friend to introduce me to Matt Damon. But more than anything, right now, I need a cup of 
coffee. Are we almost done?  

 

hj: You know, friends suggest that you spend your days in front of the television. 

vlp: It’s just on for background noise. 

 

hj: What are you working on now? 

vlp: Getting that cup of coffee.   
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Editor’s Observation • 

 

 

Technical writing is like poetry.  

 
Everyone wants to write it. No one wants to read it. 

 

 

 



 

Our Contributors 

Valerie Poulin disguises herself as a technical writer to nab work in the financial services industry.  

 

Valerie Poulin, a highly functioning poet, crunches 
numbers at a Toronto talent agency and does what she 
can to avoid real work. 

 

Her essentially small collection of poems “Something to 
Hide” was a 2003 Shaunt Basmajian Chapbook Award 
finalist. Valerie was thrilled and honoured to have her 
inaugural reading at The Victory Café for the Art Bar Poetry Series. 

 

Valerie Poulin spent her 20s recovering from a hangover. 

 

Ms. Poulin’s self-published book “Seeking Representation” is currently enjoying a return engagement, 
and its seventh year, at Toronto’s TheatreBooks. 

 

Valerie Poulin claims to have published a series of articles on self-publishing, had 
her poetry published on-line and contributed on a wildly irregular basis, to 
community newspapers.  

 

Ms. Poulin just submitted her thirteenth unpaid 
article to a community newspaper bringing the 

total number of unpaid contributions to various print and on-line 
publications to 25. She has also published thirteen poems for 
which she has not received fiscal compensation. Oh yes, Ms. 
Poulin has a full-time day job. 

 



 

  

Valerie Poulin is author of four chapbooks of poetry, two unfinished screenplays, and about 500 first-
draft poems and some of the worst rhyming poems ever written. Her filing cabinet holds 22 half-
finished newspaper/magazine articles (up from 17 three years ago) three children’s stories, and dozens 
of rejection slips. She spends most of her free time daydreaming about finishing her memoirs, and 
about George Clooney. 

Valerie Poulin is a reformed technical writer has left the corporate work world for 
what she believes is the last time, and is, again, working in the entertainment industry. 
She has written for magazines and community newspapers and self-publishes a book 
for aspiring performers. 

 

In 1999, Ms. Poulin tucked her creative writing aspirations up the sleeve of a business 

suit and learned to sell jargon and overpriced verbs to financial 
institutions. 

 

Valerie Poulin, a recovering technical writer, dropped what she was 
doing to answer the phone. (It was a telemarketer.) 

 

When she was 8 years-old, Valerie Poulin wanted to become an actress, but she was already a poet. 


